
 

ActivelearninginaryLssifiali
Consider example Space X space of all imagesleg Sakplinteros

binary label space Oil contains human made object or not

Assume for every XEX 7 a corresponding label 9,450,13

Hypothesis class 7T that h X 750,13

Traditional passive learning for supervised learning

3 distribution D over X and we observe

Cole yell tD a EX yet 40.13
til

Given dakutI learn inn asf III Alhaceltye
Reason about true rish Easy gl thnlxltY3

Active learning selects examples to be labelled

and we evaluate an algorithm based on

both labels requested unlabelled looked at

a d Ea pLHthlxHY3

Question an active learning achieu same accuracy as

passive learning w far fewer labels

Settings
merest i



separablesetting thot YF hkxlfxc.rs
i.e I exists a hypothesis that perfectly labels all dat

Agnostisetting Not the separable setting

when the label for XEX is requested we observe

Y Bernoulli Zx where Z X 76.13 is arbitrary

Pootting Example space X is finite and fixed

Game proceeds in rounds

Input H X
far til 2 n

Learner chooses It C X

Nature reveals yt
Learner outputs In C7C and recies loss

fu IGI Fyi over entire pool X

Streamingsetting X can be uncountable Exists a

distribution DX over X
fo t 1,2 n

int DNature reveals It

Learner decides request label or not

If yes nature reveals ye be round ends

Learner recieves loss Easynp LI InlHtYT



N An algorithm for streaming setting can

always be applied to the pool based
setting.se

pool bawdset iny ExactseHing idenlityh

X is finite and can be enumerated 21 41 in

n 4 1

X finite His finite whOG

theft h.ci _h4xi Yi V xiexlic.ie
i C n3

Ex Thresholds h lxi 4 its It h i jeans
h li

hail
I 2 j n l 17

For this class I can use bisection search

to learn h c If using just 1 log.lk7 labels

Ex Needle in a haystack hjCx Ali j

h.ci
l 12ft 1 queries

I 23 n i n suffice

To identify h nothing is better than exhaustive search



Question Given arbitrary hypothesis class H how many

queries are necessary
and sufficient to identify h EH

For a deterministic algorithm A let SIX H A h
be the number of labels requested under hid h
until all other hypotheses are ruled out

WLOG any deterministic algorithm A is a

binary tree

01 Y
w leaves as I H
hypotheses H B Dh

ON A
leaves THI B B Do

depth of tree Floyd247

Some HEH requires 2 Tks.lk 3 labels

Droposition Far any hypothesis class H we have
in

maxgfxik.A.NET ogzlHl7A HEH



Exteachingdmension Hegedus 1995

Det we say SCX is a specifying far bC90113 wet 71

if I HEH hCx bCx txt 531 El

Note b is not necessarily in H

When BEH then a specifgins set is sufficient to teach thecorpet bCH

to prove that 647C
when BIH

Det For any X 21 define theextendedteachingdimension

EXT TDCH min K FbC o R 7spec sets for b w 1511k

theorem For an A we have

FXT TDCH E mainmhi.ES X.H.Ah EEXT TDC7t TlogzlHM

Moreover the Halving algorithm achieves the upper bound

Ex EXTTDLHthe.iods 2

If b EH just need to give example
to left right

of threshold value

If b f It then 3 a O before a l and

so choose any pair
since htt 1

or b On and just return 5 111 that

Ex EXTTD Hupeh htt l

Consider b On


